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ABSTRACT

The authors diagnose tropical cyclones that undergo extratropical transition

(ET) in the cyclone phase space (CPS) on a global basis. Best-track data

from 1979-2015 are used to define the tracks of the storms, and geopoten-

tial height fields from reanalysis datasets are used to locate each storm in

the CPS. Two reanalyses are employed and compared for this purpose, the

Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) and the ECMWF Interim Reanalysis

(ERA-Interim). The results are used to study the seasonal and geographical

distributions of storms undergoing ET, inter-basin differences in the statistics

of ET occurrence, and the differences between the ETs defined by CPS and

those defined by the ‘extratropical’ labels (determined subjectively by human

forecasters) in the best-track archives. About 50% of all storms in the North

Atlantic and the Western North Pacific undergo ET. In the southern hemi-

sphere, ET fractions range from about 20% in the South Indian Ocean and

the Australian region to 40% in the South Pacific. The North Atlantic and

Western North Pacific exhibit somewhat different seasonal cycles, with the

probability of ET maximizing later in the North Atlantic, but having a local

minimum in the earlier part of the peak season in both basins. The classifica-

tion of ET storms based on JRA-55 agrees better with the best-track data than

does the ERA-Interim classification. In the North Atlantic and the Western

North Pacific, the differences are small and both reanalyses achieve F1 per-

formance scores of at least 0.8, but JRA-55 has a higher classification skill in

all other basins.
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1. Introduction39

Towards the end of their lifetimes, tropical cyclones (TCs) often undergo a process called extra-40

tropical transition (ET), in which they radically change their physical structure and develop char-41

acteristics typical of extratropical cyclones. ET occurs as a TC moves into higher latitudes and42

encounters cooler sea surface temperatures and stronger vertical wind shear (Jones et al. 2003).43

The baroclinic environment sets the stage for the transition of the TC: As colder, drier air in-44

trudes into the warm core, the storm loses its radial symmetry and begins to tilt toward the cold45

upper-level air. Eventually the TC becomes a cold-core system with asymmetric, frontal structure,46

completing its transition to an extratropical cyclone.47

During ET, a storm may reintensify as it starts to tap baroclinic energy in addition to the energy48

source residing in the thermodynamic disequilibrium between the atmosphere and the underlying49

ocean. Often the system also accelerates its forward motion and produces intense precipitation,50

strong winds and large surface water waves, posing a serious threat to coastal regions and maritime51

activities (Jones et al. 2003). In particular, tropical systems that reintensify after ET in the North52

Atlantic can constitute a hazard for Canada and/or northwest Europe – e.g., the transitioning Hur-53

ricane Igor (2010) caused severe flooding in Newfoundland (Masson 2014), and the extratropical54

system that developed from Hurricane Lili (1996) was responsible for seven deaths and substantial55

economic losses in Europe (Agustı́-Panareda et al. 2005).56

However, not all TCs rejuvenate and strengthen during ET – some decay, while others don’t57

undergo transition at all, even when moving poleward into baroclinic regions. The extratropical58

fate of a TC is difficult to forecast – in general, the “rebirth” of a TC as an extratropical cyclone59

is more likely to happen over ocean and when an upper-level trough approaching from the west60

connects with the tropical system (Emanuel 2005; Hart and Evans 2001; Matano and Sekioka61
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1971). This interaction may not only transform the storm, but also alter the large-scale midlatitude62

flow, causing poor synoptic predictability over a wide area downstream (e.g., Anwender et al.63

2008; Keller 2012, 2017).64

Around the turn of the millennium, the increasing awareness that the nature of a storm can65

change over the course of its life cycle sparked research on case studies of individual transitions66

(e.g., Atallah and Bosart 2003; McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2003; Thorncroft and Jones 2000) as well67

as on basin-specific climatologies (e.g., Klein et al. 2000; Hart and Evans 2001; Sinclair 2002).68

However, advances in research were hindered by the lack of an objective definition of ET. This69

gap was filled by the cyclone phase space (CPS) framework proposed by Hart (2003), which has70

since become well-established and widely used.71

The CPS allows for automated and objective detection of ET in large sets of storms and hence72

paved the way for statistical approaches to describe the phenomenon. This motivated more recent73

ET climatologies in various ocean basins (e.g., Kitabatake 2011; Wood and Ritchie 2014). How-74

ever, these studies mostly focus on single ocean basins and use a variety of data sets. Moreover,75

they include different modifications to the original CPS-based definition of ET in Hart (2003),76

which makes their results difficult to compare.77

This lack of a global perspective on ET provides the first part of the motivation for the study78

at hand: Using a consistent set of data, time period, and method, we present a global CPS-based79

climatology of ET that encompasses all major cyclone basins.80

The second aim of this study is then to examine how well the CPS-based ET detection agrees81

with the ET cases diagnosed by forecasters, for individual storms as well as in terms of statistical82

performance measures. This second part of the study is particularly important for the application83

of the CPS in global climate models (Zarzycki et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017), which are growing more84

realistic in their representation of TCs and where an ET climatology based on a globally consistent85
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methodology is fundamental to determine the model performance in the current climate, as well as86

the uncertainty in future projections of ET. Thus, the present study lays the foundation for future87

work assessing how a warming climate could potentially impact transitioning TCs.88

2. Data and Methods89

a. TC Best-Track and Reanalysis Datasets90

The two basic ingredients for the analysis presented here are global TC track data and geopoten-91

tial height fields from reanalysis datasets. Here we consider best-track datasets from the National92

Hurricane Center (NHC) in the North Atlantic (NAT) and in the Eastern and Central North Pa-93

cific (ENP), from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) in the North Indian Ocean (NI), the94

Southern Hemisphere (SH), and the Western North Pacific (WNP), and from the Japan Meteoro-95

logical Agency (JMA) in the WNP. Within the SH, we distinguish the South Indian Ocean (SI),96

the Australian region (AUS), and the South Pacific (SP).97

The best-track data provide information on the position of the storm center, maximum wind98

speed, and the type of the storm as declared by the respective operational meteorological agencies.99

In the best-track archives of the JTWC, the ‘storm type’ records only start in 2003. For our100

analysis, we consider TCs that occurred in the satellite era 1979-2015 and exclude storms that101

never developed wind speeds greater than 33 kt, i.e., that remained at or below tropical depression102

intensity throughout their lifetimes. Table 1 highlights the key characteristics of the resulting set103

of storms and complements Fig. 1, which shows a subset of the storm tracks examined in this104

study, together with the boundaries of the ocean basins.105

In order to examine the sensitivity of the results with respect to the reanalysis dataset consid-106

ered, all calculations were performed on the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55; 1.25◦×1.25◦)107
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released by the JMA (Kobayashi et al. 2015) as well as on the European Centre for Medium-108

Range Weather Forecasts’ (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim; 0.7◦×0.7◦; Dee et al.109

2011). Both datasets are considered state-of-the-art reanalyses and apply a four-dimensional vari-110

ational data assimilation to provide dynamically consistent estimates of the state of the atmosphere111

in 6-hourly time steps. It is worth noting that the JRA-55 assimilation system uses artificial wind112

profile retrievals in the vicinity of TCs. Generated by synthetic dropwindsondes, they approximate113

the TC wind profile at the best-track locations and are then processed like observed data (Ebita114

et al. 2011). ERA-Interim, on the other hand, does not assimilate any artificial TC information.115

Schenkel and Hart (2012) found that there can be considerable position and intensity differ-116

ences between the best-track TCs and the corresponding TCs in the reanalysis, especially for117

weak storms in observation-scarce regions. To gauge the effect of these possible mismatches, the118

best-track positions were mapped to the closest JRA-55 sea-level pressure minimum within a 300-119

km radius. However, the results derived from these recentered tracks barely differed from those of120

the original tracks, therefore we don’t include them here.121

b. Cyclone Phase Space (CPS)122

We employ the CPS proposed by Hart (2003) to objectively identify storms that undergo ET. In123

the CPS framework, the physical structure of cyclones is described based on three parameters that124

can all be computed from geopotential height fields: The B parameter measures the asymmetry125

in the geopotential thickness surrounding the cyclone, and two thermal wind (VT ) parameters126

assess whether the cyclone has a warm or cold core structure in the upper (VU
T ) and lower (V L

T )127

troposphere.128

The B parameter is computed by taking the difference between the average 900-600-hPa geopo-129

tential thickness to the right and to the left of the storm, in a radius of 500 km around the storm130
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center:131

B = h
(

Z600 hPa−Z900 hPa

∣∣∣∣
R
−Z600 hPa−Z900 hPa

∣∣∣∣
L

)
,

where Z is geopotential height, R indicates right relative to the storm motion, L indicates left132

of the storm, and the overbar indicates the areal mean over a semicircle of radius 500 km. The133

hemispheric parameter h is 1 for the northern hemisphere and -1 for the southern hemisphere.134

Thermally symmetric storms will thus have B values close to zero, while large B values represent135

thermally asymmetric storms.136

The parameters V L
T and VU

T evaluate the thermal wind in the 900-600 hPa layer and the 600-300137

hPa layer, respectively:138

−V L
T =

∂∆Z
∂ (ln p)

∣∣∣∣600 hPa

900 hPa

−VU
T =

∂∆Z
∂ (ln p)

∣∣∣∣300 hPa

600 hPa

They are computed by linear regression of the difference in maximum and minimum geopoten-139

tial height between isobaric levels, again within a radius of 500 km. Positive values of −V L
T and140

−VU
T (weakening geostrophic wind with height) then indicate the presence of a warm (tropical)141

core in that layer, while strengthening winds with height lead to negative values and are associated142

with cold-cored (extratropical) systems.143

In summary, TCs are characterized by small values of B and positive values of −V L
T and −VU

T ,144

while extratropical storms have large values of B and negative values of −V L
T and −VU

T . As145

described by Hart (2003), transitioning storms typically follow a trajectory where the storm first146

loses its symmetry before developing a cold core in the lower troposphere. Evans and Hart (2003)147

then define the onset of ET as the time when the B parameter first exceeds a value of 10, while the148

subsequent drop of −V L
T below zero marks the end of the process.149
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For this study, the original definition has been modified with the purpose of maximizing the150

agreement with the ET cases in the best-track datasets: We increased the B threshold to 11 and151

required−VU
T (not just−V L

T ) to become negative for a successful ET completion, i.e., we required152

the cyclone to develop a cold-core structure throughout the 900-300 hPa layer. Evans and Hart153

(2003) argued that as the upper troposphere usually becomes cold prior to the lower troposphere,154

thermal wind in the lower troposphere provides a more stringent criterion on transition completion155

than the upper-tropospheric thermal wind, and hence they did not impose any condition on −VU
T .156

The inclusion of the −VU
T criterion is further discussed in section 3.b.1. In addition, ET onset was157

only declared if a storm had wind speeds of at least 33 kt, as some tropical depression-like systems158

or monsoonal troughs raise false alarms due to their asymmetric structure.159

After computing the CPS parameters along all best-tracks (once in JRA-55 and once in ERA-160

Interim), we applied the CPS criteria to detect “ET storms”, i.e., storms that begin and complete161

the transition from a tropical to an extratropical system. The resulting classification into ET storms162

and non-ET storms lies at the core of this study.163

c. Statistical Performance Measures164

To measure how well the CPS-based climatology matches the observed ET storms, we use the165

only available observational data: the ‘storm type’ labels in the best-track archives, which rep-166

resent the classification proposed by the specialists at the operational warning centers. Despite167

the known issues (see section 4) and subjective nature of these labels (they are mainly based upon168

analysis of satellite images), we treat them as the “true” classification of ET storms. Consequently,169

the performance of the CPS-based ET detection is assessed by comparing its predicted ET events170

to the ET events in the best-track labels, both by (visually) checking the agreement on individual171

storms as well as by applying statistical performance measures. Two commonly used statistical172
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performance metrics for classification algorithms are precision and recall (Ting 2010), which are173

defined as follows:174

precision =
true positives

true positives+ false positives

recall =
true positives

true positives+ false negatives

Precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations (here: ET storms) to the total175

predicted positive observations and answers the question, ‘Of all storms the CPS-detection de-176

clares to have undergone ET, how many are true ETs?’ Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted177

positive observations to all observations in the actual class – the corresponding question is ‘Of all178

true ET storms, how many does the CPS-detection label as such?’ The harmonic mean of preci-179

sion and recall is called the F1 score and allows to quantify the overall performance of the CPS180

ET detection in a single number:181

F1 = 2
precision× recall
precision+ recall

F1 score, precision and recall all range from 0 to 1, with higher scores signaling better perfor-182

mances.183

3. Results184

a. Building Blocks: CPS Parameters and Trajectories185

Before zooming out to a global view on ET, let’s examine the CPS parameters and the trajecto-186

ries they trace out in the phase space. Box plots of all six-hourly CPS parameters (Fig. 2) show187

that both thermal wind parameters clearly have most of their probability distributions above the188

zero value, indicating the dominant presence of warm-cored storms. The distributions of the B pa-189

rameter are concentrated around zero, representing the fingerprint of thermally symmetric tropical190

storms. As we will show in section 3.b, the long tails extending into the extratropical parameter191
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ranges in the NAT and the WNP (right tails for the B parameter, left tails for −V L
T and −VU

T ) will192

manifest themselves in high ET fractions in these two basins.193

Due to the thresholds for asymmetry and cold-core structure, all CPS trajectories of transitioning194

storms exhibit some level of similarity. In general, though, individual trajectories of cyclones195

in the CPS are very diverse, demonstrating the wide range of possible structural evolutions the196

storms can follow. Apart from the high degree of inter-storm variability, the CPS path for a given197

storm may also differ quite substantially depending on which dataset was used to calculate the198

CPS parameters. Fig. 3 illustrates this dependence using the example of Tropical Storm Earl199

(1992), whose trajectory in a B vs.−V L
T cross section of the CPS (Figs. 3a and 3b) looks markedly200

different for the two reanalyses used in this study. Earl does not undergo ET in JRA-55, while the201

ERA-Interim trajectory depicts a full transition to an extratropical system (for reference, Earl also202

becomes extratropical in the NHC best-track data, albeit only at the last recorded time step).203

On 06 UTC 3 Oct (the third-last track point), Earl is clearly visible in the relative vorticity fields204

at 850 hPa (Figs. 3c and 3d) of the two reanalyses, which feature a vortex centered northeast of205

Florida. The peak values are higher in ERA-Interim, but the differences in position and size of the206

storm in the two reanalyses are much too small to explain the discrepancy in the CPS trajectories.207

As expected from the B−V L
T trajectory, the ∆Z profile (Fig. 3e) of JRA-55 decreases with208

height in the 900-600 hPa layer, indicating a warm core in the lower troposphere. This is con-209

sistent with the storm’s position in the upper right ‘asymmetric warm-core’ quadrant of the CPS.210

In contrast, the ERA-Interim profile shows increasing geostrophic wind (and thus a cold-core211

structure) throughout the 900-300 hPa layer – consequently, the storm is located in the upper left212

‘extratropical’ quadrant.213
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The following sections will make it clear that such differences between JRA-55 and ERA-214

Interim are not only visible in individually selected storms but also in the outcomes of clima-215

tological analyses.216

b. Global Climatology of ET217

1) FRACTION218

Fig. 4 juxtaposes observed and CPS-computed global ET fractions. Note that the CPS-derived219

ET fractions in Fig. 4 refer to the time periods for which best-track labels were available – in the220

case of the JTWC best-tracks, the available period is 2003-2015. An overview of all CPS-derived221

fractions for the entire time period 1979-2015 can be found in Table 2.222

There are several notable differences between ocean basins as well as between the two reanalysis223

datasets: According to the JMA and NHC best-track data, 48% of the storms in the WNP and 45%224

of the storms in the NAT undergo ET. Compared to these two basins, ET is very rare in the ENP225

and the NI (2.8% and 1.5%, respectively). The low ET fraction in the ENP is mostly the result of a226

strong subtropical ridge over southwestern North America, which exerts its influence over much of227

the hurricane season and tends to steer the cyclones westward away from land (Wood and Ritchie228

2014). In the NI, northward moving storms usually make landfall before reaching a sufficiently229

baroclinic environment to undergo transition. Of the SH basins, the SP (44%) has a considerably230

higher ratio of ET storms than the SI (27%) and the AUS (20%).231

The CPS-computed fractions derived based on JRA-55 match the observed fractions pretty232

closely in all basins. With the exceptions of the SP and the SI, the ERA-Interim fractions ex-233

ceed the JRA-55 values and the observations, particularly in the ENP and the NI. This pattern is234

robust even when considering the sensitivity to various definitions of ET onset and ET completion,235

e.g., when varying the V L
T and VU

T thresholds from 0 to -10.236
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ET fractions depend not only on the basin and the reanalysis dataset, but also on the best-track237

archive: In the WNP, the percentage of storms undergoing ET in the JMA dataset exceeds that in238

the JTWC dataset by 6.4 percentage points (Fig. 4). This discrepancy is even more pronounced in239

the objective, CPS-based ET fractions, indicating that its primary reason lies in the tracks them-240

selves rather than in different operational practices at the warning centers. Indeed, Fig. 5 reveals241

that the JMA best-tracks extend further northeast: Their average end position is 32◦N, 141◦E242

(standard deviation: 14◦, 28◦), while the average JTWC best-track ends at 28◦N, 131◦E (standard243

deviation: 10◦, 22◦). Thus, the JMA storms veer more frequently into the midlatitude zone where244

ET usually happens. Of all cyclones that undergo ET along the JMA best-track but not along the245

JTWC best-track, about 80% complete ET further north than the latitude of the last JTWC track246

point. Given that the JMA labels are available over a longer time period and that the JMA best-247

tracks have a better performance than the JTWC best-tracks (as shown in the second part of this248

study), all results for the WNP presented in the rest of this study are based on the JMA archive.249

Past studies on ET climatologies have mostly focused on single ocean basins and differ signif-250

icantly in their methods (e.g., some of them apply objective techniques such as the CPS while251

others use warning center labels or satellite images), as shown in the papers summarized in Table252

3. The large difference between the estimates for the WNP obtained by Klein et al. (2000) and253

Kitabatake (2011) illustrates the dependence of the ET climatology on the methodology, dataset,254

time period, and sample size.255

Our ET percentage of 46.7% for the WNP obtained from JRA-55 is comparable to the value of256

40% in Kitabatake (2011), who used the JRA-25 reanalysis. Tracking North Atlantic storms in257

ERA-Interim, Zarzycki et al. (2016) computed an ET fraction of 55.2%, which agrees very well258

with the fraction of 53.7% yielded by our ET detection in the NAT best-track storms in ERA-259

Interim.260
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According to Wood and Ritchie (2014), 9% of the storms in the ENP undergo ET, which is261

about twice the 4.8% we obtain using the same dataset and a similar time period. This difference262

is mainly a consequence of the fact that Wood and Ritchie used a definition of ET which did not263

require VU
T to cross any threshold. Indeed, if we remove the condition on VU

T , the calculated ET264

fraction in the ENP rises to 8.0%. Thus, a lower-tropospheric cold core is not necessarily preceded265

by the development of a cold core in the upper troposphere – in other words, the requirement for266

an upper-tropospheric cold-core for ET completion is not a redundant criterion. In fact, with267

the notable exception of the NAT, the effect of ignoring the VU
T parameter in the definition of268

ET completion is even larger in other ocean basins, especially for ERA-Interim. The original CPS269

framework presented in Hart (2003) had been tailored to the NAT, and in that basin, the ET rates are270

not sensitive to the upper-tropospheric parameter. However, considering that there is no absolute271

truth in the definitions of ET onset and completion, the requirement on the upper-tropospheric272

thermal structure in the definition of ET completion has been added in this study because it clearly273

improves the agreement with the best-tracks on a global basis.274

Studholme et al. (2015) analyzed northern hemisphere storms tracked in ERA-Interim. Using a275

combination of CPS and a k-means clustering, they accounted for multiple pathways of ET. This276

approach resulted in ET fractions that are higher than the values of other climatologies (including277

the one presented here).278

2) SEASONAL CYCLE279

There is substantial variability in the seasonal patterns of ET events in the different basins (Fig.280

6). However, as there is a good agreement between the two reanalyses, Fig. 6 only shows the281

results for JRA-55. In the NAT, the number of ET storms is highest in September, but the ET282

fraction only reaches its peak in November. A very similar seasonal cycle was obtained by Hart283
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and Evans (2001) based on the storm type labels in the NHC best-tracks. The observed increase284

in ET fraction from summer to fall is explained by the combined effect of the delayed warming of285

the ocean and seasonal changes in the region that is conducive to growth of baroclinic instabilities286

(e.g., Hart and Evans 2001): In summer, a TC leaving the area that supports tropical development287

often can’t reach a baroclinically favorable region before weakening too much for a transition to288

occur. In later months, however, this gap closes because the baroclinically favorable region pushes289

southward and encroaches on the area over which tropical development can occur – due to the290

large heat capacity of the ocean, this “tropically favorable” region still extends relatively far north291

at that time of the year. Thus, the environment is most ET-friendly in October and November,292

which is consistent with the increased transition probability in these months.293

The WNP shows a double peak in May and September, which is consistent with the result of294

Kitabatake (2011). In contrast to the other basins, the WNP has TCs forming all year round, but295

the months that overlap with the NAT hurricane season (June - November) show a similar drop of296

the ET percentage in summer, followed by higher values in fall. Though, while the transition prob-297

ability in the WNP decreases after September, it continues to rise in the NAT until the end of the298

season. This decrease of the ET fraction in the WNP during September-November coincides with299

the presence of high vertical wind shear in large parts of the basin, which restricts the formation of300

TCs to the Pacific warm pool and low latitudes. However, storms that recurve (and are more likely301

to undergo ET) tend to form further north (Camargo et al. 2007) and are thus underrepresented302

in late fall. Since the WNP’s even higher peak of the ET fraction in May is not associated with303

a particularly high occurrence of recurving storms, it follows that the ET probability of recurving304

storms in that month must be relatively large, which was also noted by Kitabatake (2011).305

The SH basins exhibit much less pronounced seasonal cycles of ET than the NAT or the WNP.306

In the SH, the extension of the subtropical jet into tropical latitudes acts to constrain the tracks of307
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TCs to lower latitudes than in the northern hemisphere (Krishnamurti et al. 2013). In addition, the308

seasonal change of the baroclinic energy source is relatively small except near the Antarctic (Zhu309

2003). Thus, throughout the year, TCs in the SH encounter a fairly strong baroclinic environment310

already at low latitudes.311

The NI and the ENP basins have very low ET rates and do not show a clear seasonality.312

3) INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY313

Time series of ET fractions (Fig. 7) reveal the interannual variability in the percentages of storms314

undergoing ET. The magnitudes of the year-to-year fluctuations in each basin reflect the variances315

in the distributions of the annual ET counts, which are driven by variances in the fraction of TCs316

that transition and the annual TC counts. For example, the variability in the NI is dominated by317

the combination of a low ET fraction and a low overall storm count. Except for the JRA-55 time318

series in the SI, the slopes of the linear regression lines are not statistically significant at the 95%319

confidence level (see Table 4).320

Analyses in each basin of the best-track time series of ET fractions using a Poisson model of321

constant annual-mean TC formation and a constant probability per TC of undergoing ET suggest322

that the interannual variability is largely consistent with a stationary random process in the NAT,323

WNP, AUS, and the SI (not shown). Also, there is no significant lag-one autocorrelation in any324

of these time series (not shown), indicating the absence of year-to-year memory in the transition325

probability. Due to low ET and/or total TC counts, autocorrelation and consistency with a Poisson326

process were not evaluated for the ENP, NI, and the SP.327

The correlations between the time series of JRA-55 and ERA-Interim (Table 4) are high and sta-328

tistically significant for the NAT and the WNP. In the three SH basins and the NI, the correlations329

between the ET fractions in the two reanalyses are also statistically significant, but weaker.330
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Further, the higher overall ET fractions associated with the ERA-Interim-based calculation of331

CPS parameters (Fig. 4 and Table 2) are present in nearly all individual years.332

4) SPATIAL PATTERNS333

Defining the track density as the sum of all best-track data points located in each 1.25◦×1.25◦334

grid box, Fig. 8 compares the spatial distributions of ET storms with those of non-ET storms,335

using the JRA-55 classification. Track densities for ERA-Interim (not shown) qualitatively agree336

well with those of JRA-55. Due to the scarcity of ET events in the NI and the ENP, this part337

of the analysis focuses on the NAT, the WNP, and the SH. In the NAT and the WNP, ET storms338

recurve to a greater extent than the non-ET storms, which typically follow an east-west path with339

less poleward drift. As a result of this recurvature, the highest density of ET storms in the WNP is340

found in the East China Sea, while the concentration of non-ET storms peaks further southwest, in341

the South China and Philippine Seas. Although the track density in the NAT is more evenly spread342

throughout the basin than in the WNP, the general pattern is similar: ET storms most frequently343

pass the area off the coast of the southeast United States, and non-ET storms have their highest344

density southwest of that area, in the Gulf of Mexico.345

Most SH storms that undergo ET occur northeast of Australia, mainly in the SP. This is a region346

where the density of non-ET storms is rather low compared to the SI and the western part of the347

AUS. Thus, the storms passing that area have a high probability of transition. Indeed, as shown348

in Fig. 4, the ET fraction in the SP is about 40%, significantly higher than in the SI and the AUS,349

where on average only about every fifth storm undergoes ET.350

The genesis locations of ET storms and non-ET storms (not shown) don’t differ dramatically.351

In particular, there is no strongly localized “hot spot” of ET storm formation in any northern352

hemisphere basin – in fact, the genesis positions of ET storms in the NAT and the WNP are353
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overall more homogeneously distributed than those of their non-ET counterparts. However, this354

relatively even spread of genesis locations in the cumulative view does not preclude the existence355

of seasonal variations (e.g., such as those found in the NAT by Hart and Evans 2001). The SH356

ET storms predominantly form in the SP, which is the region where we also find the highest track357

density of ET storms.358

Statistics of the latitudes where TCs complete their transitions into extratropical cyclones are359

given in Fig. 9. The median latitude of ET completion in the seven basins ranges from about 20◦360

to 40◦, and these inter-basin variations are substantially greater than the differences between the361

two reanalyses.362

In the NAT and the WNP, ET completion takes place substantially further poleward than in the363

other basins. Furthermore, the decomposition into monthly statistics reveals the presence of a364

distinct annual cycle in the ET latitude in both basins: Transition occurs at higher latitudes during365

the peak of the season and shifts to lower latitudes during the early and later months. In the NAT,366

these seasonal patterns of ET latitude are negatively correlated with those of the ET fractions (Fig.367

6), i.e., months with high ET rates (e.g., November) have lower latitudes of ET completion, and368

vice versa. The correlation is not as strong in the WNP, where the decreasing ET latitudes in369

October-December are not associated with an increase in ET fraction. This is consistent with the370

idea that the WNP is dominated by straight-moving storms at that time of the year.371

The SH ETs occur at lower latitudes than in the NAT and the WNP and don’t have a distinct372

seasonal pattern. These features are consistent with the narrower latitudinal extent of the TC tracks373

in the SH, which reduces the exposure to the seasonal effects of advancing and retreating regions374

of baroclinic activity.375
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5) LANDFALL376

TC damage largely depends on landfalling storms, and some of these storms undergo ET before,377

while, or after they hit the coast. Table 5 provides a summary of the landfall events recorded in378

the best-track data, dividing the storms into tropical storms, transitioning storms, and extratropical379

storms (i.e., storms that have completed ET). Note that this classification refers to the nature of a380

storm at the time when the landfall occurs and does not make any statement on its further structural381

evolution – e.g., a TC that does not show any signs of a transition when reaching land might still382

undergo ET at a later stage despite falling into the ‘tropical’ category in Table 5. Also, we only383

count the most intense landfall of each storm.384

As a result of the geometry of the basins and the predominant large-scale circulation, the landfall385

rates span a large range: At the extreme ends, almost three out of four storms in the NI move over386

land, but only about one out of seven in the ENP and the SP. In all basins, storms with tropical387

characteristics account for a clear majority of all landfall events, and in most cases the storm388

categories of JRA-55 and ERA-Interim agree relatively well. However, there is a discrepancy389

between JRA-55 and ERA-Interim in the ENP: According to the JRA-55-based CPS parameters,390

nearly all landfalling storms are symmetric and warm-cored, while ERA-Interim classifies a fifth391

of them as extratropical. This suggests that ERA-Interim’s higher overall ET fraction (Fig. 4) is392

the result of TCs that undergo ET over the ocean, rather than a consequence of structural changes393

in the wake of landfalls that might push storms into the asymmetric region of the CPS or increase394

the average position difference between the storm center in the best-tracks and in the reanalysis.395

The “classification mismatch” between JRA-55 and ERA-Interim has the same general pattern396

in all basins: JRA-55 declares more landfalling storms to be of tropical nature than ERA-Interim.397

In the ENP, about 25% all landfalling storms are considered transitioning or extratropical in the398
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ERA-Interim classification, but less than 4% according to JRA-55. It is also notable that in terms399

of absolute numbers, the difference in the WNP – 103 transitioning or extratropical storms in400

JRA-55, compared to 171 in ERA-Interim – is even higher than that in the ENP.401

Considering storm counts and percentages, coastal regions in the NAT and the WNP are most402

frequently affected by transitioning or extratropical storms. During the 1979-2015 period, such403

landfall events happen 1-2 times per year in the NAT, and 3-5 times per year in the WNP.404

In most basins, the classification of landfalling storms resulting from the best-track labels yields405

substantially smaller percentages of extratropical storms than either of the two reanalyses.406

Fig. 10 shows all storms that are transitioning or extratropical at the time of their most intense407

landfall. The locations of ET completion in the WNP are clustered in a region between about 25◦N408

and 45◦N centered over Japan, whereas completion in the NAT happens preferentially along the409

east coast of the United States and Canada. In both basins, the tracks in Fig. 10 represent about410

60% of the total landfalling storms that undergo ET at some point in their lives – i.e., approximately411

40% of the storms in this group only begin to transition after landfall. When staying over land,412

such “post-landfall transitioners” can still cause substantial damage (e.g., Sousounis and Desflots413

2010).414

In the SH, landfalling ET storms mainly pose a threat to the AUS, especially to Western Australia415

and the islands in the Coral and Tasman Seas. However, with a frequency of about one ET landfall416

every 2-4 years, the risk is substantially smaller than in the NAT or the WNP.417

6) TRANSITION PERIOD AND ET TIME418

Defining the transition period as the time between the onset (B > 11) and the completion419

(−VU
T < 0 and −V L

T < 0) of ET, we find that in most basins, the average ET takes between 1420

and 2 days (Table 6). However, comparing the transition periods between individual basins is not421
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possible due to the large inter-reanalysis differences – e.g., in the WNP, the CPS parameters from422

ERA-Interim yield a mean transition period of 56 h, which is one day longer than the average ET423

duration in JRA-55. With the exception of the NAT, the transition periods in ERA-Interim are424

longer than those of JRA-55 in all other basins as well.425

Evans and Hart (2003) obtained a mean transition period of about 33 h for the NAT, which agrees426

well with the 35 h (38 h) from ERA-Interim (JRA-55). On the other hand, our results for the WNP427

clearly exceed the average ET duration of about 17 h found by Kitabatake (2011).428

There is an important caveat to be aware of in this examination of transition periods: For TCs429

that undergo ET by first developing a cold-core structure before becoming asymmetric, the ET430

onset coincides with the ET completion, resulting in a transition period of 0 h. This issue was431

also noted by Kitabatake (2011). The statistics in Table 6 include all these cases – when they are432

removed, the mean transition period in each basin typically increases by about 10-20 h.433

In order to analyze the timing of ET, probability density functions (PDFs) of the differences434

between the best-track ET times (as defined by the operational warning centers) and the times of435

ET completion in the CPS were calculated using a Gaussian kernel density estimation (Fig. 11).436

These PDFs are based on the set of all ET events that were identified both in the CPS and in437

the best-track archives. The distributions in the NAT are broader than in the WNP and the SH,438

indicating a higher variance in the declared ET time between the CPS and the NHC than between439

the CPS and the JMA or the JTWC. While the mean difference between the ET time in JRA-55440

and that of the NHC labels is almost zero, ERA-Interim on average declares ET completion about441

20 h before the NHC assigns the first ‘extratropical’ label. The JRA-55 ET completion times also442

agree slightly better with the JMA labels in the WNP, while the PDFs of the ET time differences443

to the JTWC labels in the SH are almost identical for the two reanalysis datasets.444
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c. Comparison: ET in CPS vs. ET in the Best-Tracks445

A storm-by-storm evaluation of the ET detection in CPS against the best-track labels reveals446

that there are many correct classifications (true positives and true negatives, marked by green and447

blue dots) compared to the false positives and false negatives (red and magenta dots) in the NAT448

and the WNP (Fig. 12). Thus, the good agreement between the CPS-based ET fractions with449

the observations in those two basins is not a result of chance, but of the correct classification of450

individual storms. In fact, in the case of the JTWC best-tracks in the WNP (not shown), the storm-451

by-storm analysis reveals a pattern with many mismatches between the CPS and the best-track452

labels, despite the similar overall ET fractions.453

A visual examination of the pattern of dots in Fig. 12 shows that the majority of false positives454

is located north of 20◦N, but that they can occur as far south as 7◦N (ERA-Interim, WNP). We also455

note the absence of any obvious systematic differences in the spatial distribution of the wrongly456

classified storms between the two reanalyses. Overall, a visual inspection would likely attribute457

a higher percentage of correct classifications to the JRA-55 based ET detection than to the ERA-458

Interim detection. This conclusion becomes much more evident in the case of the ENP. Here, the459

ET detection in JRA-55 clearly matches the observations much better, showing only a few scat-460

tered false positives whereas ERA-Interim features many red dots off the west coast of Mexico.461

Hence, ERA-Interim’s overestimation of the ET fraction in the ENP is the result of wrongly clas-462

sified ET events that occur over the ocean, as already mentioned in section 3.b.5. This proneness463

to false positives is also manifest in the box plots of the CPS parameters in the ENP (Fig. 2) –464

compared to their counterparts in JRA-55, the distributions of all three parameters in ERA-Interim465

have higher fractions of the overall probability in the extratropical range (i.e., B > 11, V L
T < 0,466

VU
T < 0).467
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For the SH, the distribution as well as the number of wrongly classified storms are very similar468

in the results for JRA-55 (Fig. 13) and ERA-Interim (not shown). There is a zonal band of true469

negatives with false positives at its southern edge, which implies that the CPS detection tends to470

declare ET more readily and further north than the JTWC. At the same time, though, the CPS471

detection also fails to identify ET events that happen significantly further south, as indicated by472

the false negatives poleward of 30◦S.473

ET in the NI (Fig. 13) is more difficult to assess due to the blocking effect of the continental474

land mass, which prevents storms from moving far enough north to undergo ET. From 2003 to475

2015, the JTWC only labeled one single storm as extratropical. As a result, the evaluation of ET476

detection in the NI proved most sensitive to changes in the threshold values of the CPS parameters477

– e.g., the ET detection in JRA-55 perfectly matches the observations when applying a V L
T value478

of -10 as a criterion for ET completion.479

Fig. 14a shows the F1 scores of the ET detection using both JRA-55 and ERA-Interim data.480

Evidently, the CPS classification agrees best with the observations in the WNP and the NAT,481

with F1 scores of 0.91 and 0.80 for JRA-55, and 0.88 and 0.80 for ERA-Interim. The previously482

mentioned differences between the JMA and the JTWC best-tracks for the WNP translate into483

substantially lower F1 scores for the JTWC-based ET detection. Compared to the F1 scores in the484

NAT and the WNP (JMA), the scores in the ENP, the NI and the SH basins are markedly lower for485

both reanalyis datasets – but while the values for ERA-Interim fall off to almost zero (F1 = 0.10486

in the ENP), the ET detection in JRA-55 achieves higher scores and clearly outperforms ERA-487

Interim in these basins (even though the relatively high F1 score of 0.67 in the NI might have to488

be taken with a grain of salt due to the small number of storms and the rareness of ET events).489

The decomposition of the F1 scores into precision and recall (Fig. 14b) reveals that the F1490

scores in the NAT, the WNP and the SH basins are composed of almost equal values of precision491
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and recall – in other words, the CPS ET classification is equally good at avoiding false positives as492

at avoiding false negatives. The F1 performance in the NI and the ENP is much more asymmetric,493

with a clearly higher recall than precision. This is likely a result of the scarcity of ET events in494

these two basins, which favors false alarms.495

4. Discussion496

The choice of the reanalysis accounts for notable differences in the outcome of our analysis. The497

fact that JRA-55 is better suited to the task is consistent with Murakami (2014), where JRA-55498

comes out ahead in an evaluation of the representation of TCs in six reanalyses. In addition, Wood499

and Ritchie (2014) mention that ERA-Interim has a bias toward cold-core values in the 900-600500

hPa layer compared with both JRA-55 and the final operational global analysis (FNL) data from501

the Global Forecast System in the ENP. This bias leads to a high rate of false positives in that502

basin and was confirmed in our study. However, deficiencies in the representation of TCs are503

by no means limited to ERA-Interim but are a well-known issue of reanalyses (including JRA-55;504

e.g., Murakami 2014; Schenkel and Hart 2012) and climate model output (e.g., Camargo and Wing505

2016; Randall et al. 2007) in general.506

The most prominent issue associated with TCs in reanalyses is the substantial underestimation of507

the storm intensities. However, the fact that the CPS parameters are based on relative comparisons508

(layer thickness left and right of the storm for B, and vertical profiles of ∆Z for thermal wind509

parameters) rather than absolute values of variables like wind speed suggests that they are for510

the greatest part unaffected by the unrealistically weak intensities. To the extent this is true, this511

independence of the CPS parameters on absolute storm intensity also offers the hope that the512

threshold parameters used to detect ET may not have to be adjusted to the increasing resolution513

and stronger intensities of cyclones in future reanalyses.514
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Of course, the performance evaluation of the CPS-based ET detection presented in this study515

also hinges on the quality of the best-track data, in particular on the labels indicating the tropical516

or extratropical nature of each cyclone. Even though the best-tracks are the most accurate and517

comprehensive archives of historical TC data available, it should be kept in mind that they are still518

prone to considerable uncertainty, especially the components that are derived from a forecaster’s519

subjective judgment (e.g., Landsea and Franklin 2013). The exact procedure determining whether520

a cyclone is considered tropical or extratropical varies among the different TC warning centers.521

Usually, the decision is based on a combination of satellite imagery, model forecast fields and522

other operational tools (e.g., the NHC routinely considers CPS diagrams). Sometimes there is523

also a “human dimension” that gets factored in, taking into account that public perception of the524

threat associated with a cyclone changes when the system is declared extratropical (Masson 2014).525

Finally, there may be inhomogeneities in the data quality due to agencies putting less effort into526

the classification of transitioning storms or stopping the tracking earlier in basins where ET storms527

do not pose a threat to land.528

Given these limitations, it is clear that assessing the CPS-based ET detection against the best-529

track labels cannot in all cases be interpreted as a comparison with the “true” classification. How-530

ever, the time series of ET fractions (Fig. 7) did not reveal any statistically significant trends at531

the 95% significance level that were robust between the two reanalyses, and neither did time se-532

ries of the magnitude of the difference between the CPS-based fractions and the best-track labels533

(not shown). Trends were also absent in time series of the annual mean latitude of storm track534

end points (not shown). Taken together, these results indicate that operational procedures in the535

tracking and characterization of cyclones have been fairly consistent in the time period 1979-2015,536

which provides some reassuring evidence that the best-track labels can to a reasonable approxi-537

mation be assumed to represent the “ET truth”.538
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5. Summary and Concluding Remarks539

This paper presents a global climatology of tropical cyclones (TCs) that undergo extratropical540

transition (ET) in the time period 1979-2015. The climatology is based on objective ET detection541

in the cyclone phase space (CPS), calculated from JRA-55 and ERA-Interim reanalysis data.542

Our findings can be summarized as follows:543

• ET fractions vary substantially between the seven basins examined here: At the top end, about544

half of the storms in the North Atlantic (NAT) and the Western North Pacific (WNP) undergo545

ET, followed by a transition rate of about 40% in the South Pacific (SP). ET occurs less fre-546

quently in the South Indian Ocean (SI) and the Australian region (AUS), where approximately547

every fifth storm transitions, and only in rare cases in the Eastern and Central North Pacific548

(ENP) and the North Indian Ocean (NI). In the NI, continental landmass stands in the way549

of northward moving storms, while a strong subtropical ridge over southwest North America550

generates a westward steering flow that prevents ET from occurring in the ENP.551

• There are differences in the seasonal cycles of ET in the NAT, the WNP, and the SH basins:552

The ET fraction maximizes later in the NAT than in the WNP, but both basins exhibit a local553

minimum in the earlier part of the peak season. We suggest that the interplay of tropical and554

baroclinic regulation, which is thought to be responsible for the November peak in the NAT,555

might be a weaker determinant of the transition probability for the fall season in the WNP556

due to the prevalence of straight moving-storms at that time of the year. In the SH basins,557

the ET fractions vary much less throughout the season, which is conceivably related to the558

narrower meridional confinement of the tracks.559

• With the exception of the SI, time series of annual ET fractions from 1979 to 2015 don’t560

show any statistically significant trends at the 95% confidence level. This finding strengthens561
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the usability and interpretability of the transition probabilities presented here as long-term562

climatological averages.563

• The choice of the reanalysis dataset used to calculate the CPS parameters has a substantial564

impact on the resulting climatology. Most notably, ET fractions derived in ERA-Interim in565

most cases exceed those calculated in JRA-55 (and often also the ET observations archived566

in the best-tracks), especially in the ENP.567

• The objective ET detection in CPS based on JRA-55 has a higher skill (fewer false posi-568

tives and false negatives) in the classification of ET storms and non-ET storms than does569

the ERA-Interim based detection. The difference is small for the NAT and the WNP, where570

the classification skill is similarly high for both reanalyses, but JRA-55 clearly outperforms571

ERA-Interim in the other basins. Thus, the fact that the ET fractions derived from JRA-55572

match the observations better than the ERA-Interim fractions is not a statistical coincidence,573

but reflects an actual difference in classification skill.574

• The lower performance of ERA-Interim is mainly due to a higher false alarm rate, which is575

especially pronounced in the ENP.576

Due to the global scope and consistent method, the results presented in this study are well suited577

to serve as a benchmark for other studies including research on ET under climate change scenarios,578

or for applications in global hazard models.579
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TABLE 1. Overview of the TC track data used in this study. The time period is 1979-2015 for all basins.

Ocean basin Code Source of
best-tracks # Storms

North Atlantic NAT NHC 456

Western North Pacific WNP JMA, JTWC 941, 950

Eastern and Central North Pacific ENP NHC 610

North Indian Ocean NI JTWC 179

South Indian Ocean SI JTWC 334

Australian region AUS JTWC 377

South Pacific SP JTWC 225
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TABLE 2. Summary of ET fractions for the time period 1979-2015, derived in JRA-55 and ERA-Interim.

Values are given as percentages and as number of ET storms out of the total number of storms in each basin.

697

698

JRA-55 ERA-Interim

NAT 47.8% (218/456) 53.7% (245/456)

WNP (JMA) 46.7% (439/941) 53.6% (504/941)

WNP (JTWC) 28.3% (269/950) 37.5% (356/950)

ENP 4.8% (29/610) 23.4% (143/610)

NI 5.6% (10/179) 13.4% (24/179)

SI 11.1% (37/334) 17.4% (58/334)

AUS 13.5% (51/377) 25.2% (95/377)

SP 28.4% (64/225) 36.0% (81/225)
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TABLE 3. Literature overview of past studies on ET fractions in various basins (no claim to completeness)

Basin Author(s) ET
fraction Method / Data Time period

(# storms)

NAT Hart and Evans
(2001) 46% NHC best-track labels 1950-1996

(463)

NAT Studholme et al.
(2015) 68%

CPS and k-means clustering,
storms tracked in ECMWF
operational analysis

2000-2008
(72)

NAT Zarzycki et al.
(2016) 55% CPS, storms tracked in

ERA-Interim
1980-2002
(87)

WNP Klein et al.
(2000) 27% Satellite imagery,

NOGAPS
1994-1998
(112)

WNP Kitabatake
(2011)

49%
40%

JMA best-track labels
CPS, JRA-25

1974-2004
(687)

WNP Studholme et al.
(2015) 65%

CPS and k-means clustering,
storms tracked in ECMWF
operational analysis

2000-2008
(111)

ENP Wood and Ritchie
(2014) 9% CPS, JRA-55 1971-2012

(631)

ENP Studholme et al.
(2015) 35%

CPS and k-means clustering,
storms tracked in ECMWF
operational analysis

2000-2008
(81)

NI Studholme et al.
(2015) 31%

CPS and k-means clustering,
storms tracked in ECMWF
operational analysis

2000-2008
(32)

SI Griffin and Bosart
(2014) 44%

Subjective identification of
ET cases in best-track data of
Météo-France La Réunion,
ERA-Interim

1989-2013
(235)

SP Sinclair
(2002) 32% Based on # TCs

reaching midlatitudes
1970-1996
(251)
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TABLE 4. Statistics of the time series of ET fractions: Mean and standard deviation (JRA-55 / ERA-Interim),

p-value of the slope of the linear regression lines (JRA-55 / ERA-Interim), Pearson correlation coefficient be-

tween the JRA-55 and the ERA-Interim time series, and p-value of that correlation coefficient.

699

700

701

Basin mean
[%]

stdev
[%]

p-value of
slope

corr. coeff.
(Pearson)

p-value of
corr. coeff.

NAT 47.4 / 54.7 17.8 / 16.8 0.96 / 0.30 0.85 3.49E-11

WNP 46.9 / 53.6 9.8 / 9.7 0.17 / 0.31 0.90 5.06E-14

ENP 4.8 / 24.1 4.7 / 8.3 0.07 / 0.18 -0.11 0.52

NI 6.3 / 15.9 13.0 / 18.2 0.98 / 0.14 0.37 0.02

SI 11.3 / 17.7 12.3 / 14.3 4.91E-03 / 0.18 0.64 1.74E-05

AUS 13.6 / 25.4 10.4 / 12.7 0.27 / 0.77 0.50 1.48E-03

SP 27.5 / 34.5 23.9 / 21.9 0.07 / 0.59 0.53 7.79E-04
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TABLE 5. Overview of landfalling storms (1979-2015) and their characteristics at the time of the landfall.

Based on the CPS parameters calculated in JRA-55 and in ERA-Interim, the landfalling storms in each basin are

categorized into tropical (trop), transitioning (trans), and extratropical (extratrop) storms. For comparison, the

categorization (tropical or extratropical) resulting from the best-track labels is shown as well. In parentheses,

the number of landfalling storms is given as a percentage of total storms in each basin, and the storm counts

in each category are given as a percentage of the total landfalling storms. Numbers that only refer to the time

period 2003-2015 are marked with an asterisk.

702

703

704

705

706

707

708

JRA-55 ERA-Interim Best-Track Labels

Basin
Landfalling
storms
(% of total)

trop trans extra-
trop trop trans extra-

trop trop extra-
trop

NAT 205
(45.0%)

150
(73.2%)

20
(9.8%)

35
(17.1%)

142
(69.3%)

16
(7.8%)

47
(22.9%)

178
(86.8%)

27
(13.2%)

WNP 542
(57.6%)

439
(81.0%)

66
(12.2%)

37
(6.8%)

371
(68.5%)

99
(18.3%)

72
(13.3%)

530
(97.8%)

12
(2.2%)

ENP 85
(13.9%)

82
(96.5%)

1
(1.2%)

2
(2.4%)

64
(75.3%)

4
(4.7%)

17
(20.0%)

85
(100.0%)

0
(0.0%)

NI 134
(74.9%)

128
(95.5%)

3
(2.2%)

3
(2.2%)

119
(88.8%)

5
(3.7%)

10
(7.5%)

49*
(100.0%)

0*
(0.0%)

SI 77
(23.1%)

77
(100.0%)

0
(0.0%)

0
(0.0%)

76
(98.7%)

1
(1.3%)

0
(0.0%)

29*
(100.0%)

0*
(0.0%)

AUS 140
(37.1%)

131
(93.6%)

4
(2.9%)

5
(3.6%)

122
(87.1%)

5
(3.6%)

13
(9.3%)

44*
(95.7%)

2*
(4.4%)

SP 31
(13.8%)

23
(74.2%)

4
(12.9%)

4
(12.9%)

21
(67.7%)

6
(19.4%)

4
(12.9%)

5*
(100.0%)

0*
(0.0%)
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TABLE 6. Statistics of transition periods: number of ET events (1979-2015), mean and standard deviation of

the transition periods in each basin, for the JRA-55 and the ERA-Interim ET classifications.

709

710

JRA-55 ERA-Interim

n ET mean
[h]

stdev
[h] n ET mean

[h]
stdev
[h]

NAT 218 38 62 245 35 60

WNP 439 32 46 504 56 71

ENP 29 9 15 143 55 62

NI 10 24 35 24 33 46

SI 37 28 40 58 32 42

AUS 51 25 36 95 55 86

SP 64 27 40 81 34 58
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FIG. 1. Global best-tracks of TCs from 1990 to 2000, and the boundaries of the domains examined in this study.
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FIG. 2. Box and whisker plots for the CPS parameters, calculated in JRA-55 and ERA-Interim. The box

extends from the lower to the upper quartile, with a red line at the median, and the whiskers extend from the 5th

to the 95th percentile.
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FIG. 3. Trajectory of tropical storm Earl (1992) in a B vs. −V L
T cross section of the CPS. The CPS parameters

in a) were calculated in JRA-55, while b) is based on ERA-Interim data. A and Z mark the beginning and end

of the track, respectively. The magnitude of relative vorticity at 850 hPa in (c) JRA-55 and (d) ERA-Interim is

shown on 06 UTC 3 Oct 1992, in units of 105 s−1. The vertical profile of ∆Z = Zmax−Zmin within a 500 km

radius about the reanalysis-specific storm center (e) is from the same date and time.
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FIG. 4. Global ET fractions computed from the objective detection of ET in CPS (in JRA-55 and ERA-

Interim) as well as from the storm type labels assigned in the best-track datasets. In the NAT, the WNP (JMA)

and the ENP, the fractions are based on the period 1979-2015, while the fractions for the WNP (JTWC), NI, SI,

AUS, and the SP refer to the period 2003-2015. The results for the WNP are shown for the best-track archives

of JMA as well as JTWC.
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FIG. 5. TC tracks in the WNP (2000-2015), from the JMA (left) and the JTWC (right) best-track archives.
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FIG. 6. Seasonal cycles of ET in terms of the average annual number of storms in each month (blue: total

storms; orange: ET storms, calculated in JRA-55) for the time period 1979-2015. The black line refers to the

percentage axis and shows the corresponding ET fraction, which is only calculated if a minimum of 10 storms

(including non-ET storms) occurred in a given month over the whole time period.
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FIG. 7. Time series of annual ET fractions from 1979 to 2015, for JRA-55 and ERA-Interim, with dashed

lines representing the linear regression best fits to the time series. The vertical bars show the ET fractions derived

from the best-track labels.
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FIG. 8. Track density of ET storms and non-ET storms (as defined by the JRA-55 classification) in the NAT,

the WNP, and the SH, showing the sum of all best-track data points falling into each 1.25◦×1.25◦ grid box over

the time period 1979-2015.
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FIG. 9. Box plots of the absolute values of the latitudes at which storms complete ET, for all basins and all

ETs in 1979-2015 (top; for JRA-55 and ERA-Interim), and decomposition into seasonal cycles for the NAT,

WNP, SI, AUS, and the SP (for JRA-55). The box extends from the lower to the upper quartile, with a red line

at the median, and the whiskers extend from the 5th to the 95th percentile.
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FIG. 10. Tracks of storms that make landfall as transitioning or extratropical systems (according to the JRA-55

classification), for the time period 1979-2015. The yellow dots mark the locations of ET completion.
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FIG. 11. Probability density functions of the differences between the best-track ET times and the ET com-

pletion in CPS, based on the ET events from 1979 to 2015 in the NAT and the WNP, and from 2003 to 2015 in

the SH. The vertical lines indicate the means of the distributions, and the shaded regions represent values within

one standard deviation about the mean. Positive (negative) time differences indicate that the best-track ET time

is later than (earlier than) the ET completion in CPS.
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FIG. 12. Comparison of CPS-based ET detection with the best-track labels in the NAT, the WNP, and the

ENP, using the JRA-55 (left column) and ERA-Interim (right column) classifications, for the time period 1979-

2015. Each dot represents one storm: Green dots mark the position of ET completion for true positive storms

(i.e., storms that were classified as ET storms in the CPS-based detection as well as in the best-track labels), red

dots denote locations where false positive storms (i.e., storms that were classified as ET storms by the CPS but

not by the best-track labels) completed ET, and the ET positions of false negative storms (i.e., storms that were

classified as ET storms by the best-track labels but not by the CPS) are shown in magenta – here, the ET position

is defined as the location where the storm is for the first time considered extratropical in the best-track data.

Finally, the blue dots mark the locations where the true negative storms (which did not undergo ET in either of

the two classification methods) acquire their lifetime maximum intensity.
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FIG. 13. Comparison of CPS-based ET detection (using the JRA-55 classification) with the best-track labels

in (a) the SH and (b) the NI, for the time period 2003-2015. The meaning of the dots and colors is the same as

in Fig. 12.
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FIG. 14. a) F1 scores assessing the performance of the CPS-based ET classification. In the NAT, the WNP

(JMA) and the ENP, the F1 scores are based on the period 1979-2015, while the scores for the WNP (JTWC),

NI, SI, AUS, and the SP have been calculated based on the period 2003-2015. The results for the WNP are

shown for the best-track archives of JMA as well as JTWC. b) Precision and recall associated with the F1 scores

in a); scores are marked as circles for JRA-55, and as triangles for ERA-Interim.
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